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I have been using your fantastic backpack system on my 
cello case for years. It has changed my life and my back and 
tennis-elbow are so much better now, so thank you! I have 
recommended it many times to colleagues and pupils.

Spike Wilson

TEsTImonIaLs 
from happy musicians

I have a Fiedler backpack system that I installed 
on my guitar case - I love it!!

Jon Elion        

Hello Fiedler cases!
I‘m in LOVE with the seat cushion, as it 
solves all my ergonomic problems.

Jessica Chang

„
“

Yesterday I used the newly installed Fiedler kit for the first 
time while cycling to my lessons. It was an incredible change 
- even without using the hip belt. I should have done this 
upgrade much sooner!

Olivier Biot

Have you ever thought of your instrument case as a burden?
Have you ever suffered from pain in the neck and shoulders, or 
had tension in your hand after just a short walk with your case?
Have you ever wondered why there is no better carrying solution 
than a plain pair of nylon straps?
At Fiedler, we did. And we found a solution: the Fiedler backpack 
system. Today, more than 10.000 happy users all over the world 
agree: the patented Fiedler backpack system is the most secure, 
ergonomical and practical carrying system for instrument cases.
Why? Because it was developed by musicians – for musicians.

WE caRE for your back



ERgonomIc DEsIgn 
makes your back feel better

stabilizer straps
prevent dangling

Padded shoulder straps
lift the case higher for 
a better balance

shaped back cushion 
for even weight 
distribution

EasE oF usE
The FIEDLER backpack system fits on almost any hardshell 
case with a flat, even back: cello cases, violin cases, viola cases, 
guitar cases, bassoon cases, trombone cases, saxophone 
cases, tuba cases …
Mounting is easy: instructions and a mounting template 
are supplied with the assembly kit, as well as the necessary 
hardware, which is securely screwed on the case shell. The 
entire backpack system can be attached and removed easily – 
perfect for swapping cases!

Watch the mounting video on www.fiedler-cases.com

10 REasons 
to love your Fiedler backpack system 

Free hands! Carrying your case on your back is practical.

No more worries! With your precious instrument on your back, it’s 
safe from accidents.

It’s good for your health and posture! No more suffering from pain 
caused by a dangling case. Especially recommended for children!

The healthy hip belt! Use the Fiedler hip belt and 
transfer up to 70% of the case weight from your 
shoulders to the hips.

It fits you today, and it will fit you tomorrow! With fully adjustable 
straps, the Fiedler backpack system is suitable for kids as well as 
adults.

Your instrument will love it, too! Dangerous shocks and vibrations 
are greatly reduced with the case in a stable position.  

Leave your extra bag at home! With the integrated 
Fiedler sheet music pocket you have plenty of 
easily accessible storage space.

The clever cushion! Take the wedge-shaped Fiedler cushion 
off the case and use it as a comfortable seat cushion.

Each Fiedler backpack system comes with an 
integrated cello endpin anchor.

Designed in Germany! All parts are made in accordance with the 
highest industry standards of reliability and durability.
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